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A fascinating book about the history and culture of China.The history of China spans thousands of

years. Journey through China in this fascinating and absorbing book: discover the land of dragons

and emperors, and learn about the significance of its ancient dynasties. Countless tools and

materials that people have used every day for centuriesÃ¢â‚¬â€•paper, gunpowder, cast iron,

matches, and silk, to name just a fewÃ¢â‚¬â€•were first made in China. Chinese society has

progressed through major changes, but lucky numbers, festivals, beliefs about colors, the practic of

footbinding, the building of the Great Wall, and the larger-than-life people of China are all integral

parts of this ancient civilization and still have an impact on life today.Bestselling author Adeline Yen

Mah explores an extraordinary view of the great story of China over the last two millennia in this

nonfiction work, which also includes black-and-white photographs.From the Hardcover edition.
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Grade 6 UpÃ¢â‚¬â€•Novel-sized, and with a novel's worth of action, romance, betrayal, and irony,

this immensely readable account of the entirety of Chinese history is sure to captivate readers. The

chapters are broken into one- or two-page sections, with many brief sidebars, making the book

accessible and unintimidating. Plentiful illustrationsÃ¢â‚¬â€•photographs as well as



reproductionsÃ¢â‚¬â€•enliven nearly every page. Mah writes in a personal, friendly tone, at one

point warning readers to "jump two paragraphs if you don't like violence." Clearly, she is telling

stories that she knows well, and she doesn't skimp on the details, which can be gory, tragic, slightly

saucy, or merely entertaining. Well-labeled, good-sized maps are provided on a regular basis, as

are metric and English measurements and currency conversion where appropriate. This is an

authoritative and entertaining account of the plucky orphans, egotistical monarchs, raving beauties,

and scheming empresses who made China what it is today.Ã¢â‚¬â€•Paula Willey, Baltimore County

Public Library, Towson, MD Copyright Ã‚Â© Reed Business Information, a division of Reed Elsevier

Inc. All rights reserved. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.

Adeline Yen Mah divides her time between Los Angeles, London, Shanghai, and Hong Kong. You

can visit her at www.adelineyenmah.com.From the Hardcover edition.

The essence of Chinese culture and history captivatingly told for readers of all ages. Adeline Yen

Mah tells you these stories in short fascinating segments. I also recommend "Autumn Leaves" by

this author. Her books are very difficult to put down until you've come to the last page and there is

no more....

Very well researched history book, written in a simple and concise manner. Brings history into life

and can be read like a novel.I re-read a few times.

We are using this book for a study of China. Absolutely recommend this book! So far we have

enjoyed learning about the Han and Song Dynasty. We learned about Confucius, The Great Wall of

China and the Silk Road. Author is enjoyable and information is presented in a manner that

engages our middle and high school students.

Enjoyed this concise overview of China. Better than a travel guide, it gives the reader an elementary

understanding of the people and events that have shaped China's hixtory. In short sections, one

can learn a great deal. and can pick it up and lay it down without having to go back and refresh

one's memory. Highly recvommend it.

This is a good bokk to take when traveling. It is small and the chapters are only a few pages

long.Lots of pictures.I think it is a neat little book to share with adolescent readers as well.



It is good way to read this book to know China history.

Thanks

Great book, easy to read for children. But spelling mistakes and Abit all over the place re story lines

take one star off
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